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What is **InSight2**?

- Interactive situational awareness and analytics platform for real-time network traffic modeling and analysis.
- Argus flow data enriched with GeoIP, bad actor, and Global Science Registry (GSR) information.
- Multi-threaded, scalable, extendible architecture.
- Simple virtualized deployment.
- Plugin-based analytics modules.
Who is it for?

• Network managers and operators
  • Make proactive planning decisions
  • Determine optimum times for large data transfers

• Network analysts
  • Live and historic data enrichment
  • Real-time data visualization
  • Anomaly detection
  • Intuitive dashboards for detailed drill-down to flow level
InSight2 Dashboards

This is the performance dashboard. It provides information relevant to traffic, packets transmitted, packet loss and retransmissions, flow duration as well as correlation matrices regarding source IP addresses and organizations. The row of visualization indicate the system health. The 5 gauges: link, packet rate, PCR, packet loss and retransmissions provide the system metrics at a glance. Each gauge is linked to the capacity of the network and represents the capacity for the last 24 hours. The data is displayed per each dashboard. Details about the time period and related data can be found in the details view. The green gauge indicates packets transmitted per second. Higher packet rate combined with low system load indicates anomaly that may correspond to a specific source.

InSight2

Top Organizations:
1. Fermilab
2. JLab
3. CERN
4. SLAC
5. LBNL
6. DESY
7. PSI
8. Kurchatov Inst
9. Stanford U
10. University of Pennsylvania
11. University of Tennessee

Following dashboards visualize the information aggregated by destination country. The visualizations are the same except for they represent top ten receiving end. The geographical map also supports double click to zoom in. The countries on the right hand side show the unique number of destination countries, cities, organizations and IP addresses. Note that this information is related to the time frame selected by either default or by user by clicking and dragging the time series graph on the top. On the right hand side the sortable list of organizations are sorted by the amount of the year they have transmitted and at the end of the list are facilities to download the raw data or the formatted data format.
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Capabilities

- **Flow Data Measurements**
  - Network statistics (load, packets dropped, retransmitted)
  - Usage statistics (countries, organizations, ISPs)
  - Diagnostics (jitter, packet size, hops, delay)

- **Advanced Analytics**
  - Traffic prediction
  - Event detection (automatic reporting)

- **Visualizations**
  - Critical activity gauges
  - Advanced metrics
  - Connection graphs (top users)
Flow Data Ingestion

- Multiple flow standards supporting existing infrastructure
- SPAN / mirror port support for direct live data
Software Architecture

- Robust, extensible system architecture
- Supporting modular collaborative development
- Development by academia, deployment by everyone
Performance Measurements

• Main Dashboard
• Activity Gauges
• Country Tag Cloud
• Geo Map
• Intuitive filters
Performance Metrics

- Traffic ratios
- PCR
- TCP timers
- Path hops
- Packet sizes
- Jitter
- Inter-packet arrival time
Modular Analytics

Flow Data → Enrich Data → Enrich. Data

- Situational Awareness
- Anomaly Detection
- Prediction
- ...

Network Operations Center

InSight2
Prediction of Large Data-transfers

Demonstration using flow data from GLORIAD network from 2012 - 2015
Prediction of Large Data-transfers

- Markov chain
  - Deterministic finite-state machine where, given the present state, future transitions only depend on the current state: \( P(i_n|i_0, \ldots i_{n-1}) = P(i_n|i_{n-1}) \equiv P_{i,j} \)

- Steady-state probabilities
  - Expected number of times each state contributes to infinitely long realization: Solve \( \pi P = \pi \)

- Mean first passage time
  - Expected number of transitions from given state till another state is reached: \( m_{i,j} = 1 + \sum_{k \neq j} P_{i,k} m_{k,j} \)
Botnet Detection

- RED Alert Algorithm (Recursive Event Detection).
- Uses tensors as storage containers for data.
- Based on multi-linear algebra theory.

Host IPs identified by automatically filtering data
Botnet Detection

Botnet activity detected by RED Alert
Virtualized Deployment

- Extensibility via modularized deployment
- Third-party plugin support
- Docker based distribution
- Available via GitHub
More Information

• Contact information:
  • Angel Kodituwakku
    • Email: angelk@utk.edu
    • LinkedIn: angelkdev
  • Jens Gregor
    • Email: jgregor@utk.edu

• Download at GitHub
  • https://github.com/angelkdev/InSight2

• InSight2 usage demo
  https://youtu.be/jcc7Bk9BHpM